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IN THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: One Lesbian 
Couple’s Personal Thoughts on Marriage 
Barbara J. Rhoads-Weaver & Heather E. Rhoads-Weaver1 
I.  WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “MARRIAGE”? 
Before sharing our thoughts, we would like to clarify our use of the term 
“marriage,” because its meaning varies according to era, society, and 
culture.  For much of human existence, marriages wereand in some cases, 
still arearranged based on lineage or economic conditions.2  The 
prevalent notion in contemporary Western culture that marriage is based on 
individual preference and love is relatively new.  Historically, marriage has 
often consisted of one man and many women.3  “Marriage” may also 
indicate a legally recognized relationship.4  On the other hand, the word 
“marriage” has described relationships that, although not legally “valid,” 
resemble society’s notion of a marital union.5  Marriage also can refer to 
relationships sanctioned by certain religions, which may or may not overlap 
with those recognized by governments. 
Unless otherwise noted, the use of “marriage” in this article refers to the 
modern, Western concept of a union freely entered into by two people, and 
typically based on love.  Our marriage happens to be between two women.  
As such, it is invalid in most jurisdictions.6  To the extent that there is a 
normalized notion of empirical marriage in our society, however, our 
relationship is a marital union.7 
II.  WHY DID WE MARRY? 
On July 1, 2000, we married in a traditional wedding ceremony. Seventy-
five of our friends and family members celebrated with us, pledging their 
support for our marriage.  Although our wedding did not create a “valid” or 
legally recognized marriage, the significance of the event cannot be 
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understated.  Prior to our ceremony, we both still viewed the world through 
individual lenses.  Although we each had a desire for and were moving 
towards a joint approach to life, we still operated as individuals rather than 
a unit.  The act of publicly announcing our desire and commitmentas well 
as asking for the respect of our family members and the communitywas 
transformative.  When the ritual began, we were individuals tenuously 
tethered by past actions.  After the ceremony, we were married and joyously 
bound for the future. 
We met in 1998 while we were both living in the Washington, D.C. area.8  
We each came into the relationship with different views of marriage.  
Heather’s view was shaped by an early recognition of her same-sex 
orientation, which occurred a few years before the events in Hawaii sparked 
genuine thoughts in the queer community about marriage equality as an 
attainable goal.9  Heather remembers the news from Hawaii being exciting 
but does not recall ever considering marriage to a woman a desirable option.  
In fact, until meeting Barb, Heather never thought about whether marriage 
could provide a desirable family structure.   
In contrast, Barb’s view was shaped by her Catholic upbringing and her 
plans to marry a man prior to falling in love with Heather.10  Although Barb 
always expected to marry and follow the family model she grew up with, 
she inwardly wondered if she could ever be happy within the patriarchal 
confines of marriage to a man.   
Even though women are no longer property belonging first to their 
fathers and then to their husbands,11 contemporary gender roles have firm 
roots in past legal inequities.12  Before marrying another woman was a 
cognizable option for Barb, the tension between her desire to marry and her 
doubts about finding happiness in such a union emerged from the 
acknowledgement that she could never conform to gender role expectations.  
For example, Barb’s fiancé assumed she would take his name when they 
married.  While the two agreed it would be easier and preferable for 
everyone in the family to have the same last name,13 Barb refused to give up 
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an integral aspect of her identity just because she was a woman.  Instead, 
she proposed that the choice between their two last names be decided by 
chance—through the toss of a coin.  The conflict and discussions that arose 
out of this attempt to choose a family surname exemplify the influence 
gender role expectations have on marriage between a man and a woman.   
In Barb’s view, the net effect of gender role and marriage expectations 
created an irreconcilable dichotomy between the “individual” and the 
“couple.”  On the one hand, she was perpetually assertingand trying to 
maintainequality as an individual in the relationship.  On the other hand, 
she was attempting to harmonize divergent individual interests and create a 
common goal and vision for the couple. 
In contrast, our marriage is centered around a desire to share our lives, 
and a commitment to maintain our joint focus.  Our belief that we can each 
achieve more individual satisfaction as part of a united couple may have its 
foundation in our science backgrounds14 and is reinforced by our 
experiences.  For example, we generally accept the concept of synergy: the 
combination of parts functioning as a single unit maximizes utility and 
achieves greater results than the sum of the parts functioning separately.  
Consequently, as we witness the synergistic effects of our joint efforts (such 
as Heather’s accomplishments founding and operating a non-profit, and 
Barb’s accomplishments in law schoolneither of which could have been 
achieved without the support and assistance of the other), our belief is 
fortified.   
Our joint desire and commitment permeates every aspect of our 
relationship.  It affects our daily interactions with both each other and the 
outside world.  We each place primary importance on the health of our 
relationship and act accordingly.  It has shaped our individual thought 
processes and has changed the lens through which we each view our 
surroundings.  If we view an action as harmful to our marriage, we chart a 
new course.  If we encounter a force that is hostile to our relationship, we 
devise ways to combat or avoid the force. The ubiquity of our desire and 
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commitment is but one of the many factors that contribute to our successful 
daily pursuit of happiness as a married couple. 
As two women, we are free from the gender roles and expectations that 
may hinder or challenge male-female marriages.  We are equals, which 
makes our daily negotiation of life’s challengesfrom mundane divisions 
of household labor, to monumental choices regarding careers and having 
childrentruly joint and mutually beneficial decisions.  Our individual trust 
and faith in each other and in each other’s desire and commitment provides 
a comforting stability.  Having built a stable foundation, we each have more 
energy to focus on our individual goals.  And because our desire and 
commitment influenced the formation and expression of our individual 
ambitions, we maximize our benefits as a couple through individual 
accomplishments.   
III.  WHY DOES VALIDITY OR MARRIAGE EQUALITY MATTER? 
The lack of legal recognition of our relationship is a hostile force to our 
marriage that attempts to interrupt the positive synergy we have created.  
The law refuses to recognize the nature of our relationship, and, in doing so, 
devalues and undermines the stability of our marriage in society.  It forces 
us to operate in a system that will only recognize each of us as individuals, 
rather than acknowledging and protecting our desired status as unified 
individuals.  Additionally, the absence of legal recognition makes it more 
difficult for those in our family and community to understand, 
acknowledge, and support our marriage. 
Despite the enormous significance of our wedding, its lack of validity 
had a serious impact on us.  Barb felt fortunate that both of her parents 
shared in her joy and attended the ceremony,15 but few of her numerous 
family members were willing to participate.  Only one of her five siblings 
and one aunt out of thirty aunts and uncles chose to attend.   
While a significantly larger portion of Heather’s family chose to 
participate in the wedding, we knew it was very difficult for her 
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Grandmother, Ozzie, to accept our relationship and acknowledge our 
marriage.  She never said it outright, but her actions spoke volumes.  
Although we were engaged at the time, Barb was left out of a collage Ozzie 
created for her eightieth birthday celebration, while Heather’s sister’s 
boyfriend was included.  The wedding photograph we framed and placed on 
a desk in the kitchen was usually hidden from view behind a retractable 
screen whenever she had company.  Yet pictures of Heather’s sister with 
her boyfriend adorned the refrigerator, and once they were married a 
wedding photograph was prominently displayed for all visitors to see.  
Unfortunately, it was only after Ozzie’s death that we learned from reading 
her memoirs how much she struggled to reconcile society’s contempt for 
our relationship with her love for Heather, and her recognition that our 
marriage was not so different from her own. 
In contrast with the conflict surrounding Barb’s decision whether or not 
to change her name when she married a man, we embraced the only legal 
recognition that accompanied our wedding: changing our last names.  Prior 
to the wedding, we were Heather Rhoads and Barb Weaver.  After the 
wedding, we legally transformed into Heather and Barb Rhoads-Weaver.  
We noted on our name change petitions in King County that the reason for 
the change was our wedding.  Expecting the judge to be as hostile as the 
court clerk,16 we were pleasantly surprised when he granted our petition, 
congratulated us in open court, and wished us “much happiness on [our] 
long journey together.” 
The impact that legally changing her name had on Heather underscores 
the impact that the legal recognition of a marriage has on a couple.  By 
changing her name, Heather’s colleagues understood that she had married.  
Most, however, assumed she had married a man.  Each time she was asked 
about her new husband, Heather explained that she did not have a husband, 
but a wife.  While awkward at times, the acknowledgment of Heather’s 
peers adds to the stability of our marriage.  Legal recognition of our 
marriage would exponentially increase the positive impact by requiring 
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every member of society to acknowledge our marriage, even if they did not 
accept or embrace it. 
In addition to the indirect impact government recognition has on our 
marriage, having our marriage declared valid by any government has had a 
profound and direct impact on us individually.  When we went up to British 
Columbia, Canada, on August 1, 2003, to renew our vows and obtain a 
marriage license, we had been married for just over three years.  At the 
time, we went out of a sense of civic duty,17 believing that the action would 
most likely add legal protections to our relationship at some future point.  
We did not expect anything other than the positive benefits derived from 
taking a weekend vacation and spending time together.  And yet, we both 
were profoundly moved when the marriage commissioner said, “By the 
power vested in me by the province of British Columbia, I now pronounce 
you wife and wife.”  It was another transformative moment that solidified 
our foundation. 
Although our marriage is strengthened by legal recognition in Canada, 
the lack of validity here in Washington State is a constant assault on our 
marriage.  A very concrete example is the difficulty we have maintaining 
health insurance without a legally recognized marriage.  Because of the cost 
of individual health insurance and the enormous financial and physical risk 
one takes by not being insured, every decision we make about our careers 
wears on the stability of our marriage.  If our marriage were valid in 
Washington or the United States, each of us would be able to obtain health 
insurance through the other’s employer, or school plan, if necessary.  The 
lack of marriage equality forces energy to be wasted on one individual’s 
well-being, instead of using it to advance mutually beneficial goals. 
The difficulty of maintaining health care coverage has plagued us for the 
duration of our relationship.  When we moved to Washington for Heather’s 
job, her new employer promised domestic partnership benefits.  When it 
renewed its contract for health benefits, however, the company failed to 
negotiate coverage for domestic partners.  Thus, instead of having a unified 
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interest in Heather’s move to advance her career, Barb’s individual interest 
would have remained in keeping a job back East that provided her with 
health insurance.   
We faced the issue again when Barb was in law school and Heather was 
starting up her non-profit organization.  It was possible for law students to 
obtain health care coverage through school.  Although the school had a 
formal non-discrimination policy that prohibited discrimination on the basis 
of marital status, only married students could obtain health insurance for 
family members through the school.  Thus, our marriage could not fully 
benefit from Heather’s pursuit of her individual goal because we had to 
spend more for private health insurance than if the law school had either 
recognized our marriage, or considered domestic partners as family 
members.  We are currently facing this issue again as we make decisions 
about our careers and possibly having children in the near future.  The lack 
of marriage equality clearly results in energy wasted worrying about 
individual security as it relates to health insurance. 
The instability of the law itself is another attempt to disrupt the self-
sustaining, synergistic loop of our marriage.  We were overwhelmed with 
joy upon hearing the news that the mayor of San Francisco had decided to 
issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples on the same terms as they are 
issued to heterosexual couples.18  We arranged time off work, bought plane 
tickets, and made other travel arrangements just before the county instituted 
an appointment process for obtaining marriage licenses.  Because so many 
couples were seeking licenses, the first appointment we were able to secure 
was on March 12, 2004.  Accordingly, we rescheduled all of our work and 
travel arrangements.  On March 11, 2004, however, the California Supreme 
Court ordered San Francisco to stop issuing marriage licenses to same-sex 
couples.19 
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IV.  WHAT’S NEXT?   
We are eager to watch the national debate unfold as mainstream society 
begins to recognize the impact that not being able to legally marry has on 
our daily lives.20 The unprecedented attention to marriage equality is 
exhilarating, and we are optimistic that both the proposed national 
constitutional amendment and the already-enacted Defense of Marriage Act 
will be defeated.  While we are confident that our marriage can survive a 
lack of validity, we are equally confident that we will achieve even more 
once our marriage is recognized, and our energies focused on new goals. 
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